DELL EMC INTEGRATED DATA PROTECTION APPLIANCE (IDPA) DP4400

SIMPLY POWERFUL @ THE LOWEST COST-TO-PROTECT. GUARANTEED.

STATE OF THE ART DATA PROTECTION FOR SMALL + MIDSIZE ORGANIZATIONS

EXPLOSIVE DATA GROWTH
163ZB BY 2025 *

MORE USERS
MORE APPLICATIONS
IMPACT ON RESOURCES
DO MORE WITH LESS (TIME AND STAFF)
NEED FOR BUSINESS AGILITY
SHORTER BUSINESS CYCLES
MASIVE DISTRIBUTION
MIXED DATA
PHYSICAL, VIRTUAL, CLOUD
REMOTE OFFICES AND IoT

HIGH COST-TO-PROTECT
INEFFICIENT
COMPLEX AT SOLUTION LEVEL
BUT, TODAY’S SOLUTIONS ARE COSTLY AND LIMITED:

SIMPLE POWERFUL
SIMPLE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
Data protection management and monitoring from a single dashboard
GROW-IN-PLACE
Grow from 8 TB to 96TB with no additional hardware

LOWEST COST TO PROTECT
MORE CAPACITY IN A 2U APPLIANCE
20% MORE

IDPA DP4400 DELIVERS MORE
OPTIMIZED FOR VMWARE AND LEADING APPLICATIONS
Protect up to 5x more virtual machines in a 2U appliance
Integrated with VMware vCenter Management Console, and more

EXPAND TO THE CLOUD WITH EASE
Up to 192TB usable capacity with Cloud Tier for long-term retention
Orchestrated Disaster Recovery – 3 clicks to failover, 2 clicks to failback

DATA PROTECTION SOLUTION WITH THE PERFECT MIX OF SIMPLICITY AND POWER @ THE LOWEST COST-TO-PROTECT
Ideal for mid-sized organizations as well as remote offices and branch offices
GET SIMPLY POWERFUL DATA PROTECTION WITH DELL EMC IDPA DP4400

GUARANTEED
Under the Dell EMC Future-Proof Loyalty Program

SIMPLE POWERFUL

HIGH PERFORMANCE
Faster backups and recovery with award-winning Dell EMC PowerEdge 14G Server platform plus NVMe Flash

LOWEST COST TO PROTECT
Costs up to 80% less to protect

PREDICTABLE
SUPPORT

GUARANTEED
DATA PROTECTION DEDUPLICATION GUARANTEE
HARDWARE INVESTMENT PROTECTION

MORE CAPACITY IN A 2U APPLIANCE
20% MORE

MORE BACKUP STREAMS
7X MORE

SMALL FOOTPRINT
2U form factor

EASY TO DEPLOY
Customer installable and upgradable

HOME RUN DIGESTION
Over 1,000TB per hour

HIGH PERFORMANCE
PowerEdge 14G server platform with up to 24 cores and Dell EMC PowerEdge VRTX to enable powerful data protection

IDPA DP4400 DELIVERS MORE

IDPA DP4400 SIMPLY POWERFUL DATA PROTECTION

Visit DellEMC.com/IDPA or contact a Dell EMC rep today at 1-866-438-3622

* IDC Global Datasphere Forecast 1. Based on internal analysis, June 2018.
2. Dell EMC internal analysis using publically available competitive pricing from Rubrik and Cohesity, May 2018.
3. Based on Dell EMC internal analysis, May 2018, using Rubrik’s published data. Actual results will vary.
4. ESG Lab Review commissioned by Dell EMC, February 2018, versus a competitive Vendor A.
5. Based on Dell EMC internal analysis of customer data as of May 2018.
6. Based on Dell internal testing and comparing against Rubrik’s published performance data in 2U, February 2018.

Intel Inside®
Powerful Data Center Outside.
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